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Abstract

We developed a system dynamics model to simulate the impact of operator trust on performance in multiple robot control. Analysis of a simulated urban search and rescue experiment showed that operators decided to manually control the robots when they lost trust in the autonomous planner that was directing the robots. Operators who rarely used manual control performed the worst. However, the operators who most frequently used manual control reported higher workload and did not perform any better than operators with moderate manual control usage. Based on these findings, we implemented a model where trust and performance form a feedback loop, in which operators perceive the performance of the system, calibrate their trust, and adjust their control of the robots. A second feedback loop incorporates the impact of trust on cognitive workload and system performance. The model was able to replicate the quantitative performance of three groups of operators within 2.3%. This model could help us gain a greater understanding of how operators build and lose trust in automation and the impact of those changes in trust on performance and workload, which is crucial to the development of future systems involving human-automation collaboration.

Introduction

Automated technologies are being implemented more and more in a variety of fields. While automation has the potential to reduce workload, increase efficiency and safety, it cannot totally replace humans in the system. Humans’ advantages in terms of perception, flexibility, and adaptability make them essential to complex system operation. Increasingly, researchers are showing that pairing humans with automation works better than fully relying on automation (Anderson et al. 2000; Cummings et al. 2012; Ponda et al. 2011; Ryan 2011).

Researchers have been exploring the use of autonomous robots for Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) for over a decade. Robots can go to places that are impossible or too dangerous for human rescuers. In urban search and rescue, robots usually need to navigate through a complex environment to map the environment and look for victims. Currently in practice, two operators are usually required to manually control a rescue robot. With autonomous path planning, it is possible to reduce the workload of operators and increase the number of robots they can control.

Human trust in such autonomous path planners will be a crucial driver of performance when controlling multiple robots. Human trust in automation can be defined as the “attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual’s goals in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability” (Lee and See 2004). Operator trust in the automation can fluctuate due both to the operator’s initial trust level and the behavior of the automation throughout the mission.

Both overtrust and undertrust in automation can be detrimental to system performance. Low human trust can be caused by automation “brittleness,” in that the automation can only take into account those quantifiable variables, parameters, objectives, and constraints identified in the design stages that were deemed to be critical (Smith, McCoy, and Layton 1997). Also, “overtrust” in automation has been cited in a number of costly and deadly accidents in a variety of domains (Parasuraman and Riley 1997). Overtrust in the automation can lead to the phenomenon of automation bias (Mosier et al. 1998), where operators disregard or do not search for contradictory information in light of an automation-generated solution which is accepted as correct (Cummings 2004). Empirical studies have shown that when working with imperfect automation, automation bias can occur (Chen and Terrence 2009; Lee and Moray 1994).

Thus, this paper investigates the impact of operator trust in automation on performance when controlling multiple USAR robots. We begin by analyzing qualitative and quantitative data from an USAR experiment simulating a search and rescue scenario. Based on the findings from this
analysis, we detail the development of a real-time human-automation collaboration, which can be used to model changes in operator trust over time and the impact on operator behavior and overall system performance. Finally, we exercise the model on the experimental data set to investigate its usefulness.

**USAR Experimental Data Analysis**

Our experimental data comes from a previous USAR experiment (Gao, Cummings, and Bertuccelli 2012) that was conducted using a 3-D simulation testbed based on USAR-Sim (Lewis, Wang, and Hughes 2007). The task of the operators was to monitor the cameras of robots and mark the positions of victims on the map when they appeared in the cameras. The goal was to mark as many victims as possible correctly. By default, robots searched autonomously for victims based on a path-planning algorithm. Operators could choose to take manual control and teleoperate an individual robot during this process when they felt it was necessary. Operators worked in teams of two to monitor a total of 24 robots. Each team went through three trials of 25 minutes. In these three trials, the building maps were the same, but the locations of the 34 victims were different. At the end of each trial, subjective workload ratings were obtained from each operator using the NASA-TLX scale (Hart 1988), which measures six sub-dimensions of workload.

We conducted a number of analyses to investigate the impact of operator trust in automation on performance. First, as shown Figure 1, operators spent a longer time on teleoperation in later trials than in earlier ones within a single experiment. ANOVA analysis shows that this impact of trial sequence on the time spent on teleoperation is significant (F(2,141)=7.37, p<0.001).

![Figure 1: Total Teleoperation Time versus Trial Sequence](image)

In interviews after the experiment, many participants said that the path-planning algorithm did not do a very good job and could not be trusted. They stated that robots often went back to places already explored, sometimes multiple times, while leaving some other places unexplored. They complained that the search was not thorough if they relied on the path planner only. Even though intervening via teleoperation requires more effort than just relying on the path-planning algorithm, operators chose to teleoperate when the robots were not going to places the operators wanted them to go.

Thus, both quantitative and qualitative data indicate that operators lost trust in the automation throughout the three trials and chose to intervene more frequently. This indicates a link between the operator’s perception of the automation’s capability, operator trust, and the amount of tele-operation conducted by the operator. The data also show that trust can change both during and in-between missions.

In a second analysis, for each 25-minute experiment trial, we calculated the number of teleoperation “actions” per minute. To smooth out short-term fluctuations in the time series data, we took the moving average over each five-minute period, resulting in 21 data points per trial. We then utilized hierarchical clustering to classify each of the 144 experiment trials into groups. Our goal was to identify groups of operators who had distinct behavior in terms of the frequency of teleoperation.

This analysis identified six distinct clusters of trials. The first three clusters contained only seven trials in total, and were removed from further analysis. The last three clusters had different levels of teleoperation as shown in Figure 2a. The trials in Cluster 4 (named Low TeleOp), shown in red squares in Figure 2a, had the lowest frequency of teleoperation. These trials also had significantly worse performance ((F(2,134)=16.67, p<0.001), in terms of total victims found, than the other two clusters, as shown in Figure 2b. Thus there is a positive relationship between decreased teleoperation frequency in this experiment and decreased performance. Combined with the previously discussed link between trust and the frequency of teleoperation, it indicates an indirect, but crucial, relationship between operator trust in automation and system performance.

![Figure 2: (a) Average Teleoperation Frequency versus Mission Time; (b) Number of Victims Found by Teleoperation Cluster](image)

It should be noted, however, that while the trials in Cluster 6 (named High TeleOp) had significantly more tele-operations than those in Cluster 5 (named Med TeleOp) (Figure 2a), there were no statistically significant differences in system performance between these two groups.
operators is not considered. We leave this for future work.

The model implements a set of equations which are calculated at discrete time steps using the Vensim® simulation software package. In the next section, we describe the model in detail.

**Model Description**

The model, as shown in Figure 3, consists of three major components: the System Performance module, the Trust in Automation feedback loop, and the Cognitive Overload feedback loop.

First, in order to properly model real-time human-automation collaborative control of a team of robots, an effective, yet simple model of system performance is necessary. The System Performance module is inspired by the diffusion model, which has been used to model the spread of new ideas, the adoption of new products, or the spread of contagious diseases (Sterman 2000). In the USARSim experiment, once a victim is visited, it is marked as “found”, which is one performance metric. As more and more victims are found, the likelihood that a new victim is found declines, which decreases the Victim Discovery Rate.

There is an initial base search speed for the team of robots, which is a system parameter dependent on the number of robots, speed of the robots, and camera ranges of the robots. Finally, the human contribution to the human-automation collaboration is represented in the model as an additive Human Valued Added factor to the Victim Discovery Rate, as shown in Figure 3.

The second major component of the model is the Trust in Automation feedback loop, as shown in Figure 3. The trust loop of the model draws from a previous computational model of human trust in automation (Gao and Lee 2006) and has been adapted for modeling human-automation collaboration for control of multiple robots. We first assume that the operator perceives the capability of the automation as a ratio of the current rate of discovering new victims over the operator’s expected rate of discovery of victims. Thus, if the system is behaving exactly as expected, the capability of the automation would be 100%.

The model takes as an input parameter the operator’s initial trust level, which can vary widely based on the operator’s prior knowledge, past experiences, and training (Lee and Moray 1994; Moray, Inagaki, and Itoh 2000). Trust is often dynamic, however, and can fluctuate throughout a mission based on the operator’s perception of how well the automation is performing (Lee and Moray 1992; Muir and Moray 1996). A number of studies have found that human trust has inertia, where automation errors do not necessarily cause instantaneous loss in trust, but recovery in trust from severe failures can also be slow (Lee and Moray 1994; Lewandowsky, Mundy, and Tan 2000; Parasuraman 1993). In addition to the literature on trust,
our experimental data analysis showed what appeared to be a link between perception of automation capability, human trust, and the frequency of teleoperation. To reflect the dynamic nature of trust, the model adjusts the operator’s trust to the operator’s perception of automation capability with a time delay determined by a Trust Time Change Constant that is representative of the operator’s trust inertia.

Based on the findings from the experimental data analysis, we implement two additional features in the model to complete the Trust in Automation feedback loop. First, we model the frequency of teleoperation of the robots as inversely dependent on Human Trust level (higher trust means less likely to intervene). Second, a higher number of teleoperations improves the value the human operator adds to the team of robots, which increases the rate of finding victims.

The third major component of the model is the Cognitive Overload feedback loop. It has been shown in numerous previous studies that human cognitive workload has a significant impact on both human and system performance (Clare and Cummings 2011; Cummings, Clare, and Hart 2010; Cummings and Nehme 2010). As theorized in the Yerkes-Dodson curve (Yerkes and Dodson 1908), up to a certain point, increased workload can be beneficial to performance. Once the operator reaches what we refer to as cognitive overload, performance begins to suffer.

Thus, the model performs a simple calculation of cognitive workload by scaling the number of teleoperations into a workload value between 0% and 100%. Then the Effect of Cognitive Overload on Human Value Added to the search process is calculated based on a table function. This is consistent with the “Burnout” formulation used in previous system dynamics models (Sterman 2000). It has been established in previous literature that a utilization level over 70% can lead to performance decrements (Cummings and Guerlain 2007; Nehme 2009; Rouse 1983; Schmidt 1978). Thus, up to a workload level of 70%, there is little change in the effect of workload. Above a workload level of 70%, however, the effect would cause a drop in Human Value Added.

Finally, we close both feedback loops in the model by relating the number of teleoperations and the operator’s workload back to system performance, as shown in Figure 3. The Human Value Added to the search process is calculated by the number of teleoperations divided by a base number of teleoperations, multiplied by the effect of cognitive overload. If the operator performs more teleoperations than the base amount, there will be a positive effect on victim discovery performance, which is consistent with our experimental data analysis. However, if the operator’s cognitive workload reaches too high of a level, there will be a decrease in Human Value Added. This represents the fact that the rate of operator intervention and the effectiveness of these interventions can be in tension, as previous research has shown that high rates of human intervention in a highly automated multi-robot system can lead to worse performance (Clare, Maere, and Cummings 2012; Cummings, Clare, and Hart 2010).

As with any model, we made a number of assumptions in the development of the model. In the next section, we aim to test these model assumptions by using the model to simulate the behavior of different operators.

**Experimental Data for Model Validation**

We used the model to simulate the average behavior of the operators in each of the three clusters representing low, medium, and high frequency of teleoperation. After generally fitting the model to the average behavior of all operators, we were able to simulate the differences in behavior and performance of the three clusters by modulating only two parameters; the initial trust level and the trust change time constant. Based on the qualitative feedback from op-
operators, we made the assumption that the lowest frequency of teleoperation group, Low TeleOp, had both a high initial trust level and the highest trust inertia (longest trust change time constant), as they were least likely to adjust their trust level to evidence that the automation was suboptimal. The opposite was true for the highest frequency of teleoperation group, High TeleOp, which was modeled with a low initial trust level and low trust inertia, as they were willing to adjust their trust level to their perception of automation capability. The parameter changes that were selected for each cluster are shown in Table 1. These parameter values were determined empirically by seeking a good fit to the data for each group.

The simulation output for Number of Teleoperations is compared to average experimental data ±1 Standard Error (SE) for each cluster in Figure 4, with the $R^2$, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and p-values of the Pearson correlation coefficient shown in Table 2.

### Table 1: Parameter Settings for Each Cluster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Initial Trust Level</th>
<th>Trust Change Time Constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High TeleOp</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>1800s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med TeleOp</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>3600s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low TeleOp</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>5400s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The best fit was achieved with the data from cluster Med TeleOp, as the model captured the steady increasing trend in the frequency of teleoperation. In the cluster High TeleOp, the fit was acceptable, but not ideal because of what may have been a transient at the start of the experiment where operators did not initially perform as many teleoperations as they did only minutes later when they achieved a steady state frequency of teleoperation. Removing the first two minutes from the High TeleOp data lowered the RMSE to 29.49, a 31% improvement in fit. Finally, while it may appear that cluster Low TeleOp had a subpar fit, with a coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of only 0.2, recall that $R^2$ is a measure of the proportion of the variation in the experimental data explained by the model. As there was little variation over time in the frequency of teleoperation for this group in the experimental data, we argue that the model cannot and should not recreate these small variations in order to avoid overfitting.

The simulation output for Found Victims is compared to average experiment data ±1 SE for each cluster in Figure 5. The simulations had a good fit to the experimental data, with the $R^2$, RMSE, and final value percent errors shown in Table 3. The model was able to calculate the average final number of victims found in each cluster within 2.3%. The performance curve for cluster Low TeleOp underestimates the number of victims found for much of the earlier portion of the mission, which may indicate that our System Performance module requires refinement, especially when modeling operators with low rates of intervention.

### Table 2: Number of Teleoperations: Simulation to Experimental Data Fit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High TeleOp</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>42.79</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med TeleOp</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>25.62</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low TeleOp</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>33.51</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Found Victims: Simulation to Experimental Data Fit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>Percent Error at Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High TeleOp</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med TeleOp</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low TeleOp</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overall, the model was able to replicate the behavior and performance of three groups of operators only by adjusting the initial trust level and the amount of trust inertia of each group. While we make no claims that this is the exclusive or even optimal set of variables that could be used to represent the differences among these groups of operators, the qualitative and quantitative experimental data indicated that these were the most likely differences among these clusters. Two variables provided enough predictive power while still maintaining a parsimonious representation of the world.

The lowest trusting group, High TeleOp, had a higher frequency of teleoperation, yet achieved roughly the same performance as the moderate trust group, Med TeleOp. The model replicated this behavior because the Cognitive Overload feedback loop counteracted the impact of additional teleoperation on the human value added to system performance.

There are many limitations to this simple model of human-automation collaboration. The model assumes a very simple model of the search process, which is not perfectly accurate as discussed earlier. The model assumes that operators can actually perceive the capability of the automation by observing the robots on a computer display. Also, the model simply assumes that the amount of teleoperation is the key driver of human value added, without considering any strategies for which robot to take control of at what time. Other assumptions include that there is no time delay in the perception of automation capability, operator expectations of performance are static, the number of interventions can be modeled as a continuous variable as opposed to discrete interventions, and human cognitive workload can be calculated by scaling the number of teleoperations directly to workload, all of which merit further investigation.

In addition to these simplifying assumptions, any simulation model such as this must be tuned to the specific situation that it is attempting to represent. The sensitivity of the tuning parameters for this specific USAR experiment has not yet been explored. Finally, the fit of the simulation to experimental data is acceptable, but not perfect, while additional refinement could push the model towards the danger of overfitting and a loss of generalizability. The fit of a model to a single data set is not sufficient for model validation. It does, however, demonstrate the potential usefulness of this model for describing and potentially predicting the behavior and performance of a human-automation collaborative system for controlling a team of robots.

Conclusion

We developed a system dynamics model to simulate the impact of operator trust on human and system performance in multiple robot control. Data analysis from the search and rescue experiment showed that operators spent more time on teleoperation in later trials than in earlier ones within a single experiment, demonstrating that they likely were losing trust as the missions went on. Operators who rarely conducted manual teleoperations had lower performance than operators who had moderate or high rates of teleoperation. Also, operators who more frequently conducted teleoperation reported higher temporal demand, which indicates that they felt increased time pressure and that the pace of the simulation was rapid. These findings led us to build into the model the assumption that more frequent human intervention improved system performance up to the point where the operator reached cognitive overload, at which point additional intervention did not improve performance.

In this model, trust and performance form a feedback loop, in which operators perceive the performance of the system, calibrate their trust, and adjust their control of the robots. A second feedback loop incorporates the impact of trust on cognitive workload and system performance. This model is consistent with what we observed in an experiment simulating a search and rescue scenario. We found that operators decided to manually control the robots when they lost trust in the autonomous planner that was aiding the operator.

Finally, the model was able to replicate the experiment data quantitatively. The model had mixed results in simulating the behavior of the three groups in terms of frequency of teleoperation, but was able to accurately replicate the final system performance of each group to within 2.3%. Overall, the model could accurately simulate the system performance of all three groups because it incorporated the impact of both trust in the automation and cognitive workload on system performance.

This model could help us gain a greater understanding of how operators build and lose trust in automation and the impact of those changes in trust on performance, which is crucial to the development of future systems involving human-automation collaboration. Operators adjust their trust based on the perception of system capability over time. Systems should be designed so that operators can develop a clear understanding of the system capability as soon as possible. At the same time, manual control should be accessible and easy to use, so that operators can intervene to compensate for suboptimal automation.
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